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Senior Practitioner-Disability
Monitoring the use of restrictive interventions across
Victoria, Australia

• Disability Act, 2006
• Mandatory for services to report their use of restrictive
interventions-behaviour support plans

• Senior Practitioner must evaluate, research and
inform services how to improve support to people who
are subjected to restraint and seclusion
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Focus on quality of behaviour support plans
• Carr et al (1999) decrease challenging behaviours by 50% if team did
an FBA
• Our previous work showed:
1.

Support workers act on plans (Webber, McVilly, Fester & Chan,
2011)
2. PBS training makes a difference to the quality of BSPs (McVilly,
Webber, Paris & Sharpe, 2012)
3. Quality plans can lead to less use of restrictive interventions
(Webber, Richardson, Lambrick & Fester, 2013)
Our strategy is to help support workers improve quality of their
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BSPs to reduce their use of restrictive interventions

How we measure quality of BSPs
• Behaviour Support Plan Quality Evaluation II (BSP-QE
II) (Browning-Wright, Saren & Mayer, 2003)
• Objective, reliable, valid measure of
12 components of quality of BSPs
• Scores range from 0-24,
• 13+ found to be “minimum score” in terms
of reducing restrictive interventions
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PBS training
4 day PBS training: Aim-to produce and assess a BSP
•

Day 1
needs
• Day 2
• Day 3
• Day 4

Important information about the person re bio-psycho-social
Function of behaviours and planning supports (FBA and PBS)
Using the BSP-QE II to assess BSPs
Recap and implementation back in services

4 hour PBS training:
• BSP Toolkit-Content from days 1-2, and building in
BSP-QEII components
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This research…
• Analysed:

Persons Details

• 4 day PBS and 4 hour PBS training

Name of person
Start Date
BSP Type

TJ Holgate
21/02/2013
Normal

Service Setting
End Date
APO

Market St, Castletown
20/02/2014
Simon Forrester

Independent
Person

Ray and Julia Holgate

Author

Jan Arnold (House Supervisor)

About the person
History






• 3 roles involved in BSP:
• 1. Creator 2. Endorser 3. Approver


Health






Communication

Likes/Dislikes

TJ is 19 years old. He has a great sense of humour, he likes being busy and once he starts something he likes to finish it and do it
well. He has a great memory and will remember dates, times, and people easily. He prefers writing to communicate and asks lots of
questions. He loves footy and barracks for Hawthorn.
He has a mild intellectual disability and autism.
Until the age of 17, TJ lived at home with both parents, but he physically injured his mother on several occasions by kicking her.
His parents tried many different strategies to stop him from kicking, including prescription of medication. His parents’ health suffered
and they decided to move him into supported accommodation. When TJ first came to live at his current home, he was on 3mg of
Risperidone per day and was having PRN Zyprexa on average once per week. This has since been slowly reduced.
He goes to Flinders Disability Services every day on the services bus which he hates because it’s noisy and takes an hour. When he
gets home, good to let him have time alone to cool off.
TJ is in good health most of the time but he can get ear infections about once a month. He gets ear infections (will bang his ear
or rub it) please refer to Health Plan dated 27/2/2013 for details on how to manage ear infections.
He can be exhausted after his day placement especially after the bus journey and if it’s been a hot day, best way to get him going
the next day is to give him a cup of tea in the morning.
Mental health: It is reported that TJ was traumatised at school where he was punished by being locked in a “time out area”.
He is sensitive to heat. Have cool drinks ready on a hot day.

A communication assessment (23 April 2012) showed that:
 TJ can speak well but:
o He uses a notepad because he prefers written language than spoken, he finds the sounds of people’s voices irritating;
o It takes time for TJ to understand information;
o He has difficulty changing attention from one topic or activity to another.
Likes:
 He only wants to be called TJ.

• Used the BSP-QE II to assess BSPs written before the
trainings with BSPs written post trainings
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Results: 4 Day PBS
18

• BSPs from all roles
(creator, endorser,
approver) reached
minimum quality
score

16
14
12

BSP Score

• BSPs of approvers
increased
significantly in
quality compared to
those who did not
attend

Minimum
Quality
Score
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4 Day PBS
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Approver

Type of role in BSP creation
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Results: 4 Hour PBS

Minimum
Quality
Score

16
14

• Approver reached minimum
score, creator close to
minimum – not endorsers
• BSP quality increased
slightly for all (attended
training or did not attend
training)

12
10

BSP Score

• No significant difference in
BSP quality between those
who attended and those
who did not
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Contrast
4 Hour PBS

6
4
2
0
Pre
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Creator
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Endorser
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Post

Approver

Type of roles in BSP creation
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Limitations/Context
• No pure control group
• Roles: Individual/team input?
• Attendees: motivation, prior knowledge,
• Differences in training:
• 4 day: - time to gather info - APO + manager requirement,
BSP QEII training

• 4 Hour : - half day- no info gathering-start of process
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Some conclusions/further work needed
• BSPs are in general improving in quality
• 4 Day PBS leads to significant improvement in BSP Quality for
approvers

• 4 hours of PBS: sufficient in short term for participants to learn
basics of writing quality BSPs?
• Participants self-selected:
• Need to look at those who didn’t attend, everyone had access to the
learning materials.

• Need to look at what about training makes the difference
-Developing a BSP during workshop – BSP QEII training?
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